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Abstract

The climatic environment of the South Pacific region is characterised by the intense
ocean atmosphereinteraction which impactsthe lifeand otherenvironmental parameters of the
region.Two main phenomenonare conditioning the climate variability of the region : EI Niño
and the Southem Oscillation (ENSO)and the global warming.These two componentsof the
climatechanges are affecting the sea level rise,the life in the ocean,the frequency and intensity
of hurricanes,the occurrenceof droughtsand floods,the agricultural potentiality,the health of
coastal regions including lagoons and reefs.
Key words: Climate,Pacific,Ocean,Environment,Islands.

VARIABILIDADCLIMÁTICA EN EL PACÍFICO SUR Y su IMPACTO EN
ISLAS BAJAS
Resumen
El medio ambienteclimáticodelaregióndel PacíficoSur secaracterizapor lainteracción
intensa del océano y la atmósfera,la cual impactala vida y otrosparámetros medioambientales
de la región.Dos fenómenos principales están condicionando la variabilidad climática de la
región: El Niño y la Oscilación del Sur (ENSO)y el Calentamiento Global. Estos dos
componentesdel cambio climático están afectandola elevación del nivel del mar,la vida en el
océano,la frecuenciae intensidad de loshuracanes,la ocurrencia de sequías e inundaciones,la
potencialidad agrícola,la salud de las regiones costeras incluyendolagunas y arresifes.
Palabras claves: Clinza,océano,Pacifico,ambiente,islm.
VARIABILITÉCLIMATIQUE DU SUD PACIFIQUE ET SES IMPACTS SUR LES
îLES BASSES
Résumé
L’environnementclimatique du Pacifique sud est conditionnépar “l’extrêmeocCanité”
de la région et l’interaction étroite entre l’atmosphère et l’océan qui conditionne la vie et
l’ensembledesparamètresenvironnementauxdespaysinsulaires.Lesdeuxprincipauxphénomènes
climatiques qui affectent la région sont : ENSO (El Niño - Southern Oscillation) et le
réchauffement global. Ces deux signaux climatiques,facteurs principaux de la variabilité
climatiquedu Pacifique,font sentir leur action sur I’élévationdu niveau moyen de l’océanqui,
*
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à terme,peut mettre en cause l’existencemême de certainsarchipels,surles modifications de la
vie océaniqueet de son exploitation,sur la fréquenceet l’intensitédes cyclones,sur l’alternance
des sécheresseset des périodeshumides,sur la production agricole,et sur la santé des lagons et

des formations récifales.
blots-clés :Climat,PuciSique, océun,Eizvironnenzent,Îles.
1. THE IMPORTANCEOF CLIMATE IN THE PACIFIC
The Pacific is the world’slargestocean.With a surface area of 175million km2,
it accounts for 40% of the planet’s open waters. In the tropical latitudes,it spans more
than half the globe’s circumference. In its western tropical regions, surface water
temperature is always in excess of 28°C over a depth of several hundred meters.
This constitutesthe world’smajor store of thermal energy available for exchange with
the atmosphere. This is where the interaction between ocean and atmosphere is the
most intense,and what takes place there influences the climate not just regionally but
planet-wide.
The nations of the Pacific are isolatedpockets ofhuman settlementimmersed in
this vast fluid universe. The ocean is by far the most important factor controlling
the environment and all life in it. Thus any variation in oceanic conditions,and the
resulting climaticchanges,are of fundamental importancefor the environmentand the
life of the inhabitants.
This article aims at presenting the major climatic phenomena affecting the
PacificOcean (Chapter2)and theirimpacton the environment(Chapter3). Conclusions
are derived in Chapter 4.

2.CLIMATE SIGNALS AFFECTING THE SOUTH PACIFIC
The most characteristicaspect of the mean climate ofthe Pacific region is that it
is entirely ocean-dependent.Yet, above and beyond the seasonal fluctuations, it is
subjectto variations on a largerscale in which periods ofintensedrought alternatewith
period of extreme rainfall.Scientists have attempted to identify climate signals,which
can be more or lessdistinct,and to determine the particularfrequency(orrateofreturn)
characteristicof each.
The best known among these is the phenomenon calledENSO (ElNiño Southern
Oscillation), which has a frequency of 2 to 4years and affects the tropical regions in a
speclacular manner.
A ten-year,or decadal,oscillation has also been observed; this affects each
hemisphere in turn and is the subject of current research.
Global warming is not strictly speaking a signal, as it does not possess any
identifiable frequency. This general warming trend has been observed since the
beginning of the century,and appears to have been gathering speed over the last few
years.At this stage,it is not possible to definitively assess whether this phenomenon
is ofnatural origin orwhether it islinked toman’sincreasedindustrialactivity.This later
assessment is the most commonly .
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The study of palco-climatologyin the Pacific,using the evidence found in the
buiid-up of coral formations,hopes to yield valuable information concerning longerterm oscillations of the region’s ciimate. This kind of research may also help us
understand better the currently observed shorter-term oscillations, and establish a
relationship between climate and the large-scalemigrations and the lifestyles of the
people of the Pacific.
Before discussing these variations,or signals,let us consider the characteristics
of the mean climate in the Pacific region.
2. 1. M e a n climate conditions in the Pacific
The mean climate of a region is defined by averaging the conditions observed
over a period of 30 years or more, taking into consideration all the parameters that
constitute “weather” as it is felt by everyone and predicted by meteorologists. A m o n g
theseparameters,the majorones are atmosphericpressure,temperature,wind conditions,
rainfall and cloud cover.
As all inter-tropicalregions,the South Pacific is bound by an area oflow pressure
near the equator (1 0”Nto 10’s) and an area of high pressure centred around the 30”s
parallel.Between these two areas,the resultingnorth-southpressure gradientgenerates
the regular winds known as the South-EastTrades.
Yet,within this overall pattern,there exist differences between the eastern and
western parts of the region. Equatorial low pressures are lower in the west (around
northern Australiaand Indonesia),while the sub-tropicalhigh pressuresare higher in the
east,reaching a maximum in an area south ofFrench Polynesiaandaround Easter Island.
This constitutes another pressure gradient,east to west, affecting the whole Pacific
region between the equator and 30”s.
This east-westpressure gradient is one of the elements,in the equatorialzone,of
what meteorologists call walker"^ cell”.It is made up of a surface atmospheric flow
generated by the above mentioned pressure gradient;this converges toward the lowpressure area of the equatorial western Pacific which covers northern Australia and
extends to the whole of Indonesia.In this region,cloud cover is abundant and rainfall
is intense. Above this warm and rainy region,very powerful ascending convection
currents can be observed.Conversely,the wind circulation at higher altitudes (10,000
m,pressure 200 mb) followsa reverse pattern,i. e. from west to east. Over the area of
high pressure at other end ofthe ocean,in the vicinity of Easter Island,the atmospheric
circulation follows a downward flow,closing the loop of the equatorialcirculation cell
(Walker’s cell), which plays an essential role in the climate of the South Pacific.
Disturbances in the flow of Walker’s cell are associated with the ENS0 phenomenon,
which w e shall discuss later.
Air andocean temperaturesfollowthesamegeneralpattern asthat ofatmospheric
pressure and wind.A north-souththermal gradientexists between the equatorial areas,
where average air and water temperatures never drop below 25°C and are little
influenced by seasonal cycles, and the tropical regions where the temperatures are
considerably cooler during lhe southern winter (forexample 21°C for sea water and
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19°Cair temperaturein N e w Caledonia). Similarly,there is also a temperaturegradient
between thewestern and eastem Pacific,particularlyconcerningseasurfacetemperature.
The western end of the ocean (northern Australia, Indonesia) experiences sea-water
temperatures in excess of 28°C all year round: this is the planet’s boiler that w e
mentioned earlier.Conversely,the eastern equatorial regions can have comparatively
much cooler waters (below 20°Cin the vicinity ofthe GalapagosIslands); this is due to
the upwelling of cooler water from the ocean’sdepths.This phcnomenon is extremely
important:it is one of the elements which drive the overall atmospheric circulation in
Walker’scell, and its behaviour is responsible for the anomalies in this circulation
associated with the ENSO cycle.
2.2. ENSO: EI Niño Southern OscilIation
ENSO is the dominantmeteorological and oceanological phenomenon affecting
the South Pacific.It is responsiblefor a large part of its inter-annualclimate variability.
“ELNiño” refers to the oceanological aspcct of the phenomenon,and is characterised
by an abnormal warming of the usually cool waters off the coast of Peru and Ecuador.
“Southern Oscillation”is the atmosphericaspectofthe event,characterised by a remote
interaction between the atmosphericpressure fields of the eastern and western Pacific.
The German meteorologist J. Bjerknes (1961) was the first to establish a link
between the warming of the ocean waters off the coast of Peru and a vast oscillation of
the ocean-atmospheresystem affecting the whole of the Indo-Pacificregion.H e also
showed the existence of a negative correlation between the surface atmospheric
pressure in the area of northern Australia I Indonesia and that of the region between
Tahiti and Easter Island.H e observed that when the atmosphericpressure is lower than
average over several months in the Australia-Indonesiaregion. it is higher than average
10,000km to the east in the central Pacific (near Tahiti and Easter Island). Such
oscillations of atmospheric pressure have been shown to correspond to sea surface
temperatures off the coasts of Peru and Ecuador,home of the EI Niño phenomenon.
W h e n the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI), which is based on the difference in sealevel pressure between Darwin (northern Australia) and Easter Island, reaches a
maximum,the warm anoinaly characteristicofEl Niño appears along the Peruvian and
Ecuadorian coastlines.
Since the beginning of the 1950”s,scientists have had at their disposal the
necessary equipment for observation,and have been able to document fifteen El Niño
eventsassociated with the SouthernOscillation.The most pronounced EINiño recorded
this century began during the summer of 1982and intensified through 1983,reaching
a magnitude never experienced before.Its impact on climate was spectacular,and was
featured in the news media over a period of several months. More recently the 19971998 event , not yet terminated, is also one of the biggest observed in the century.
Although the phenomenon does not always follow the same pattern,there are enough
common features that a typical scenario can be described.Wyrtki (1975),Rasmusson
and Carpenter(1 982).Philander(1990),and more recentlyPicautetal.(1997)described
these common features and suggested the scenarios that are the tnost commonly
accepted by the scientific community.
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The most likely sequenceof events isbased on a simple mechanism. The southeast trade winds, when they blow consistently over a long period of time,create an
accuinulation of warm waters and a rise in sea level in the western Pacific.As soon as
the wind strength drops,the accumulated water tends to flowback eastward.This retum
flow can be accompanied by an equatorial wave (known as a Kelvin wave) resulting
from the deformation of the interfacebetween the surface warm waters and the cooler
waters below.
In turn this eastward movement of warm waters,which constitute the El Niño
phenomenon proper,influences the lower atmosphere resulting in a lowering of the
atmosphericpressure,particularlyin the Tahiti - Easter Island region where thepressure
isnormally high.The Southem Oscillation Index drops,as does the strength ofthetrade
winds.Thus the phenomenon is furtherfuelledby itso w n self-reinforcingfeedback,and
reaches the warm phase ofENSO,the stage usually called EI Niño.These warm waters
then disperse north and south along the coasts of the American continent.Cold water
reappearsoff the coast of Peru and Ecuador,bringing the atmospheric pressure back to
normal for the area. Atmospheric pressure increasesin the Tahiti - Easter Island zone,
raisingthe SouthernOscillationIndexand reinforcingthetradewinds.Thephenomenon
moves then into its cold phase, sometimes erroneously called “normal”, and the trade
winds begin once more to push warm waters to the western edge of the Pacific
(Indonesia and northern Australia).
The climatologicalconsequencesofthese oscillationsbetween acold and a warm
pole are very importantfor the South Pacific region.In a “normal” situation (cold pole
ofENSO),the SouthPacific regionsenjoy plentiful rainfall.During the “ElNiño” phase
(warm pole of ENSO),the area of abundant rainfall shifts eastward toward the central
and eastern Pacific.Thus in 1983,Indonesia and northern Australia suffered from the
most severe drought ever observed in these regions.Conversely,torrential downpours
drenched the central Pacific,particularly the Marquesas Islands which received 2400
mm of rain in three months .
N e w Caledonia is affected by the cyclic influenceof ENSO.Periodsof drought,
such as the one which began in 1992,correspondto the EINiño phase ofthe oscillation,
i. e. the warm pole of ENSO.
2.3. Global warming
Since thebeginning ofthe century the earth’saveragetemperaturehas increased
this has been accompaniedby a 10c m rise in the level of the oceans.The rise
by 0.5”C;
in sea level is the result of thermal expansion of the surface layers of the oceans.
This long-term climate change is termed “global warming”. The process has
shown a tendency to accelerate,and computer modelling of the situation indicates that
this warming may be the result of an increase in the “greenhouse effect”,itself due to
an increasein the atmosphericconcentration of gases produced by industrialactivities,
such as carbon dioxide,methane and ozone.
Whatever the cause of the phenomenon, be it natural evolution or man’s
industrial activity,this warming trend in the atmosphere is transferred to the oceans,
resulting in a world-wide rise in mean sea level. Global warming is therefore of
particular concern to the Pacific island communities w h o exist within this ocean
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environment. The rise in sea-watertemperature affects marine life and increases the
chances of cyclones.The rise in sea-levelis a vital concern for many of the region's
islands and nations.
W e shall discuss the impact of global warming in more detail in Chapter 3.
2.4. The ten-year(or decadal) oscillation
This climate signal,whose existencewas recently discovered,is only mentioned
here because it is likely to be the subject ofresearch projects in the near future.It affects
alternatively the whole of each hemisphere.It appears to be particularly noticeable in
the Atlantic,and might be one of the driving factorsin the current persistent drought in
the sub-SahararegionsofAfrica.Inthe Pacific,it has been detected as a factorin oceanic
water circulation in the vicinity of Kur0 Shivo (Japan). It might affect climatic
conditionsin the Pacific on a ten-yearcycle,and may have an influenceon the effectof
the shorter-cycleENSO.
2.5. The palco-climatesof the Pacific
Changes in climate have a significant influence on the biology of the reef
ecosystems,on their morphology,structure and abundance.
Corals have a well documented response to environmental conditions,thus the
study ofcoralreefstructuresmakes it possibleto determinewith surprising accuracy the
average surface temperature and level of the oceans during past periods,and even to
dctect and date annual and inter-annualclimate variations,from the recent past all the
way back to the close of the last ice-age(roughly 18,000years ago).
Such studies are shedding light on long-term trends which have affected the
Pacific since the last ice-age,and have led scientists to reconsider some previously
accepted scenarios.They show for instance that in the region of Vanuatu,the surface
tcmperature of the ocean may have been 5"to 7°Clower than at present at the time of
the last ice-age.In N e w Caledonia,the water was also much colder,and the seasonal
variation far more pronounced. The discovery of past occurrencesof rapid changes in
average ocean temperature(several degreesper century) and sea-level(a rise of over 1
cm/yearduringthe thaw thatfollowedthe ice-age)has raisedquestionsabout the human
origin of the current warming,which is progressing at a much slower pace.
Pastclimate changeshave profoundly influencedthelife and settlementpatterns
ofthe early inhabitants ofthe region.A good understandingof the way in which human
communitiesreacted and adapted to these variations is likely to be very relevanttoday.
Studies are currently being undertaken in this field, and further research
programmes may soon be initiated focusing on the Pacific region,where ancient coral
formations can readily be found.
3. THE I M P A C T OF CLIMATE CHANGES ON THE SOUTH PACIFIC
ENVIRONMENT
The impact of climate variability in the Pacific is linked to the evolution of the
atmosphere and of the ocean waters,the major characteristic of the region being its
oceanic nature.
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Among the impacts of the evolution of oceanic waters w e may list:

(i) The consequences of the rise in mean sea-level;
(ii) The consequences of the warming of surface waters for marine life and its
harvesting for human consumption;
The consequences of the warming of surface waters on the frequency of
catastrophic meteorological events,notably cyclones;
Among the impacts of the evolution of atmospheric conditions,w e m a y list:

(iv) The consequencesofclimate variation on rainfalland the fresh-watersupply;
(v) The consequences of climate variations on certain types of agricultural
activities.

We riiay also corasider types of impact which are linked to climate change, but
which act tlirouglifactors of purely lzurnan origin, such cis over-population:
(vi) The consequencesofwarming andcoastalpollutionforlagoonenvironments:
leaching of mineral salts and heavy metals,erosion.
3. 1. Consequences of the rise of the mean sea-levelfor the nations of the
South Pacific
The rise of the mean sea-level(ignoring the changes in level due to tides and
meteorological events) affects all coastlines in the Pacific.Since the beginning of the
century,the figures for this rise vary between island groups,going from 0.6midyear
in Micronesiato 3.8“/yearin
theHawaiianIslands.This observablerisein water level
is not only due to a general increase in the level of the oceans,but also to “isostasic”
movements of the seabed which supports the islands. Given the short period of time
since the beginning of scientific observations of the phenomenon (often less than 20
years), it is difficult to establish a clear tendency independent of these tectonic
movements.Nevertheless,w e m a y estimate that the mean sea-levelin the Pacific,and
overthe restofthe globe,rises at a rateof0.5“/year. This is principally due to thermal
expansion of the water as a result of global warming.
It is very difficult to say with confidence whether the current rising trend of the
tnean level of the oceans,a phenomenon which is tied to global warming and has n o w
been observed for a full century,is the direct result of the increase in the greenhouse
effectduetoman’sindustrialactivities,orwhetheritis astagein aperfectlynaturallongterm evolutionary process.
3. 1. 1. S o m e nations are at risk
In any case,acting on the hypothesis that the rise in sea-levelis a consequence
ofindustrialactivity,there has been much debateon the subjectamong the governments
of the small island nations of the Pacific.The tendency has been to overestimate the
danger,and to demand action (and compensations)from the industrialisednationsofthe
northern hemisphere,consideredto be the major producers of greenhouse-effectgases.
One must admitthat some ofthe figures can be frightening.The more pessimistic
models,given the continuingproduction ofgreenhousegases at currentrates,anticipate
a rise in sea-levelof the order of0.5m in the next 50years (document published by the
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InternationalPanel on Climate Changes). S o m e entire islands of the atoll type do not
exceed a height of3 m above mean sea-level.A rise ofthis magnitude would be enough
to wipe such nations as the Marshall Islands,Kiribati,Tuvalu and Tokelau off the map
within the next century. While it is true that the whole of the populations concerned
represents only a few tens of thousands of individuals,and that these could be easily
relocated on other islands,the impact on public consciousnessof the disappearance of
several sovereignstatescould be stupendous,particularly if it could be shown that their
demisc was directly attributable to the industrial activity of other nations.
Yet, paleo-climatology,the study of the climate patterns of ancient times,has
shown that the Pacific has experienced severalmajor changes in sea-levelover the last
few millennia. About 18,000years ago,at the time of the peak of the last ice-age,the
mean level of the ocean was approximately 120meters below its current level.It then
rose rapidly until 5000years ago,when it reached a level higher than that oftoday.Over
the last 2 to 3000years,the general tendency has been to a decrease,but with ups and
downs lastingseveralcenturies.Forexample,between 750and 1300AD,the mean sealevel rose;then,during the mini-ice-ageof 1300 to 1800 AD,it dropped again. Since
1800,w e have been experiencing a period of rise in sea-level,which coincides with the
development of the industrial age; but it is impossible to say whether this,or natural
causes,is at the root of the phenomenon.
3. I. 2. Compounded degradation of coastal areas
Not only would rising ocean levels mean the disappearanceof low-lyinglands,
but it would also affect entire coastal areas above the level of flooding.
In atolls,any rise in salt-waterlevel would tend to push the precious fresh-water
lenses upwards,where they would evaporate faster.
The loss of coastal areas, combined with a reduction in available fresh-water,
would could be very detrimentalto the agriculturalpotential of the many islandswhere
the coastal strip is the only area suitable for cultivation.
The temporary rise of water level which accompanies such events as cyclonesor
tidal waves would threaten and damage lands which had been previously out of reach
of the sea.

3. 2. Consequences of the warming of surface waters on marine life and
its harvesting
Life in the ocean is very much dependenton the thermal conditions of the water.
Salinity is also important,but this is less affected by climate change.Ocean dynamics
are another significantfactor:strengthofcurrents,turbulence,frontal and convergence
zones,all of which are likely to be altered by climate change.
3.2. 1. The life arid death of corals - The pherzor?lenor~of “bleaching”
Coralsgrow successfullywhere the water is between 26”and 30°C.Above 30°C
coralsbecome separated from the symbiotic algae which are the indispensable partners
of their existence,and which give them their usual colouring.
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Over the last few years in the Pacific,particularly the South Pacific,one has been
able to observe a discoloration ofcorals,a phenomenon referred to as “coral bleaching”.
The coral coloniessuddenly take on vivid colours,going from brilliant blue to pink and
fluorescentyellow.They appearto bloom,while at the sametime thetipsofthe branches
start to turn totally white. In the space of a few weeks,this stark white colour extends
to the whole structure,and filiformalgae begin to grow overthecoral,indicatingwithout
any doubt that the coral is now irreversibly dead.
In the Society Islands,scientists from the ORSTOM Centre of Tahiti observed
coral bleaching over 500km ofbarrierreef.Otherregionsof the Pacific are alsoaffected.
Similar observationshad been made during the warm periods of the 1982-83El Niño,
at atimewhen sea surfacetemperaturesin the central and easternPacific w e r e 4 T above
normal.The samephenomenon has also been noted in the Atlantic Ocean sincethe 70”s,
when temperature anomalies affected the Caribbean region.
Thus it is possible to associate the bleaching syndrome and death of coral with
the general warming of surface waters in the tropical oceans,itself a consequence of
global warming, although at this time the information is too sketchy for an exact
mapping of the extent of the phenomenon and for establishing with precision its
relationship with the warming ofthe waters and of the climatein general.Other factors,
linked or not with climate change,may well be involved in the process.
3. 2. 2. Impact on fishing resources
Life within the ocean is directly dependent on the conditionsit finds there and,
near the surface,on certain atmospheric influences such as the effect of the wind.
Of the two climate signals which affect the South Pacific,ENSO and global
warming,only the former has significantand reasonably well understood effects on life
in the ocean.Our understandingofthe biological consequencesofglobal warming have
not progressed beyond speculation.
The impactofENSO on marine ecosystemshas been known to fishermen off the
coast of Peru,Ecuador and Chile for centuries. The warm waters associated with the
phenomenon interfere with the upwelling of cold, nutrient-rich waters, inhibit the
development of plankton,and thus limitthe supply of nutrition available to the foodchain. This means fewer fish to catch for human consumption. Furthermore, the
temperature anomalies which accompany ENSO affect the behaviour of many fish
species,which will tend to seek waters where the temperatureis more to their liking and
where food is more plentiful.During an EI Niño occurrence,these fish migrations take
place north and south along the American coast,shifting the traditional fishing grounds
by hundreds,if not by thousands,of kilometres.
At times,this may lead to large congregationsof fish within a very limited area
where water temperature is favourable, making them vulnerable to massive overfishing.This may represent “miraculous catches” to some fishermen,but in the long
term this can be dangerous for the population dynamics of the particular species,and a
threat to the sustainability of the resource.
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Another physical factor associated with EI Niño and capable of negative impact
on marine life is the disruption of the rhythm of the seasons.Both flora and fauna rely
on this cycle to time the stages of their life-cycleand any disturbing of the pattern is
certain to be detrimental to their development.
The impact of global warming on marine ecosystemsis not expected to modify
their composition,but only to altertheir zone ofexpansion following the shifting ofthe
isotherms.Global warming generally tends to shift these in latitude,which implies a
progressive expansion of marine habitats from the tropics toward higher latitudes.
Nevertheless,if the warming trend accelerates,it is debatable whether the various
ecosystems will be able to adapt to such rapid change.
The distribution and the abundance of the different marine populations will be
more affected by modificationsin ocean dynamics (currents) than by thewarming itself.
It is thus difficult at this time to predict the evolution of marine ecosystemsin the South
Pacific under the influence of the warming of ocean waters (excepting in the case of
corals - see earlier paragraph).
Global warming will also have consequencesfor the carbon exchange process at
the interfacebetween ocean and atmosphere.Generally speaking,oceans act as receptor
for excess atmospheric carbon dioxide, and thus contribute to the regulating of the
global carbon cycle, which is an important factor in climate change. However, the
equatorial regions of the Pacifïc actually give out carbon dioxide to the atmosphere
through areleaseofthe CO2dissolved in the surfacelayers.Nevertheless,the equatorial
Pacific plays and essential role in the balancing the global carbon budget,which amply
justifies the amount of research which is currently being carried out on the subject
(JGOFS- FLUPAC,Chapter 4.2.2).
3.3. The consequences of the warming of surface waters for catastrophic
meteorological events

Tropical cyclones are an important feature of the climate of the South Pacific;
their destructive power affects agriculture, housing, and the whole of the living
conditions of the many island groups which lie within the cyclone belt.
One of the necessary conditions for the formation of cyclones is sea surface
temperaturesin excess of 27°C.Thus any warming up of surface temperature,whether
temporary as during an ENSO event or more lasting as a result of global warming,will
contributeto an increase in the risk ofcyclones.This was demonstrated clearly during
recent ENSO occurrences; in 1983,during what was termed “the El Niño of the
century”,French Polynesia,an area not normally prone to cyclones,was battered by six
particularly violent cyclonic storms which devastated a number of atolls, notably
Muroroa.Temperatureanomaliesof4to5°Cabove normal were observed in this region,
resulting in favourable conditions for the formation of tropical cyclones (water
temperatures of 28 to 30°C).
If the current warming trend persists, the frequency of cyclones in the central
South Pacific can be expected to increase.This frequencyis not proportional to the rise
in temperature,but can actually accelerate with warming.Furthermore,a larger area of
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the ocean will become likely to experience cyclones,as the 27-28T isotherm shifts
poleward and toward the.central Pacific,increasing the risk,among other islands,for
French Polynesia.
Over the lastfew years,a strikingincreasein cyclonic activity has been observed
in the region of French Polynesia,where such tropical storms used to be virtually
unknown.

3. 4. The consequences of climate change on rainfall and fresh-water
resources

The pattern of rainfall over the whole of the South Pacific, up to fairly high
latitudes (30°S),is to a great extent governed by the ENSO phenomenon. The warm
phases of ENSO,the ones usually referred to as El Niño,correspond to below-normal
rainfall throughout the western Pacific, which includes the east coast of Australia,
Indonesia, Papua N e w Guinea, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu and N e w Caledonia.
Conversely, the central Pacific, including Tuvalu, Kiribati and French Polynesia,
experiencesheavier rainfall than normal.The actual quantities of water may vary by a
factorof 3 between a dry and a wet year,with significant consequencesfor agriculture
and fresh-waterreserves.Therefore,the ability to predict the behaviour ofthe Southern
Oscillation a few months to a year in advance could be of extreme importance to the
planning and managementofresources,particularly among theregions' smaller nations
where the availability of fresh-wateris critical and traditional agriculture represents a
sizeable factor in the economy.
Global warming will also affect rainfall, and thus the region's fres1'I-water
resources.The fresh-watercycle,and notably the rate of evaporation and rainfall,will
beintensified by thecombined warmingofair and sea-water.Rainfallstatisticshavenot
been kept long enough in the South Pacific region to assess any trend toward increase
in averagerainfall,as thisevolution would be a long-term,low amplitudephenomenon,
and would be overshadowed by the more dramatic influenceofENSO,farthe strongest
influence on South Pacific rainfall.

3.5. The consequences of climate changes on agriculture
Here again,w e shall consider the difference between short-term fluctuations,
such as those linked to ENSO and which result in alternating periods (oryears) ofheavy
rainfall and of pronounced drought and which are potentially predictable,and the longterm warming trend whose effect on the rainfall patterns is much less dramatic,to the
point of being barely measurable.
In many countries,the ENSO cycle is already the subjectof government concern
and involvement.Farmers are advised ofpredicted upcoming wet or dry periods,sothat
they may plan accordingly.This is the case in Peru,in Ecuador,in Brazil,and in other
Pacific countries.In Peru,forinstance,farmersare encouraged to alternatethe growing
of cotton (during dry periods) and rice (wet periods). Improvements in production,
measurableineconomicterms,have been achieved this way,and while suchpredictions
are still at the experimental stage,they should soon become an operational tool for the
whole Pacific region.
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Concerning any need to adapt the agriculturalpractices in the Pacific on account
of the consequencesof global warming,one can only speculate at this stage.It can only
be said that some regionswillbe wetter,others dryer,and that the differencesover space
(between regions) and over time (between periods for any given region) will be
more pronounced,raising the risk ofpersistent drought in certain cases,and ofchronic
flooding in others.Furthermore,if the concentration of atmospheric carbon dioxide
continues to increase,this will have a positive influence on the growth of plants,but
may be detrimental to their physiology (too rapid a rate of growth may result in
improper maturing).
Generally speaking, the adaptation of agricultural practices in response to
changing climatological parameters(fresh-watersupply,temperature,amountofsunlight,
will follow two major directions:
carbon dioxide levels,wind strength ...)
switching to differentcrops (as isdone in Peru by switching between cotton and
rice in harmony with the ENS0 cycle), and
modifying cultivated species through genetics, as is already being done
industrially for maize (Indian Cern).
Twoextremely importantnegative factors resulting from a general trend toward
a warmer climate should also be noted:
-Increaseerosion and leachingofsoilsdue to increased rainfall and intensification
of climatic contrasts,and
-Increasedpest activity (insects,bacteria,etc.)resultingfrom increasedhumidity.

-

3. 6. The consequences of climate changes and demographic growth on
coastal and lagoon areas

Human activityisresponsibleformajor alterationsto coastalmarineenvironments.

Ifthis influence reinforcesthat ofclimatechange in the direction of warmer conditions,
this can be highly detrimental to the health and balance of lagoon habitats through the
impactofsuch phenomena as leaching of chemicalsinto lagoon and coastal waters,and
sharp increase in Sedimentation.
The island environments ofthe Pacific are particularly vulnerable to these risks,
which are only partly theresultofclimatic change,but also that ofa human factor which
characterisesour times: rapid demographic growth.A general warming of the climate
would only amplify the dangers,and the impact of climate changes must be taken into
account in future studies concerning the problems of coral leaching and oversedimentationin the lagoons

4.CONCLUSIONS
This article aims at presenting the major climatic phenomena affecting the
Pacific Ocean and their impact on the environment. The climate variability in the
Pacific is linked to the evolution of the atmosphere and of the ocean waters,the major
characteristic of the region being its oceanic nature.
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A m o n g the impactsof the evolution ofoceanicwaters w e may consider:the rise
of mean sea-level,the effect of the warming of surface waters on marine life and its
harvesting forhuman consumption,the consequences ofthe warming ofsurface waters
on the frequency of catastrophic meteorological events,notably cyclones.
A m o n g the impacts of the evolution of atmosphericconditions,w e may list :the
effect of climate variation on rainfall and the fresh-watersupply,the consequencesof
climatevariations on certaintypesof agricultural activities.Furthermore w e may also
consider types of impact which are linked to climate change,but which act through
factorsofpurely human origin,such asover-populationthataffectslagoonenvironments:
leaching of mineral salts and heavy metals,erosion...etc.
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